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Thanks for your purchasing, please read this manual carefully

before operating the system.. It gives you general information for your

safe and better operation.



'. INSPECTION

Check for the contents in the package refer to the following list:

1. LED lighting: I

2. Power cable: 1

3. User's manual: 1

Technical parameters

1. Voltage: ACl 10-240V, 50 I 60Hz

2. Power:20W

3. LED: fwx 5PCS (Red+ green+ blue+ yellow+ pink)

4. Control Mode: Sound control, Auto, DMX512

5. Package Stze: 25x25x21 cm

6. N.W.: 0.8KG

7. G.W.: 1.2 KG

Not ices
1. Firstly, be sure that the using voltage is match with the voltage

marked on the base of the LED lighting. Installation should be

made by professional technician

2. Be sure that there is no flammable or explosive subject nearby.

The least distance is 0.5 meters

3. The laser lighting should be fixed;

4. Please don't shake the lamp or do any violet movements to the

larnp.

5. Power should be offbefore installation, clearing or maintenance.

6. Don't power on/off frequently.

Function Setting

lors of A1, A2, A3 Change



DMX control

Channel
Channel

data
Function description

CH1
0 Without strobe effect

1-255 LED strobe, speed from slow to fast

cH2
0 Red color LED ofi

1-255
Red color LED dimming

Brightness from dark to bright

cH3
0 Green+ Yellow LED off

1-255
Green+ Yellow LED dimming

Brightness from dark to bright

cH4
0 Blue+ Pink color LED off

1-255
Blue+ Pink color LED dimming.

Brightness from dark to bright

cH5 0-255 No function

CH6

0 Ch1 to Ch4 function

10-37 AuO1

38-6s Au02

66-93 Au03

52x

Maintenance
Please clean the lens regularly. Do not do it using the wet cloth or
other chemical. the clean times is depend on the using frequency and

surrounding condition; it is recommended that should be cleaned every
20 days.
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